
Fall 2020 Youth Swim Lessons at Yacht Club Pool 
 
 
STAR BABIES (6-36 mos) 
The purpose of this course is to develop in very young children a high comfort level in and around the water while, at the 
same time, training parents in water safety and drowning prevention.  This course does not teach children to become 
accomplished swimmers. One parent or trusted guardian must be in the water with each child. Swim diapers are required.  
$55 (8 Classes)  
 

DAY(S)  TIME   DATES  ACTIVITY 
T TH  10:30-11:00am  9/8-10/1 163101-01 
T TH  10:30-11:00am  10/13-11/5 163101-02 
SAT  9:30-10:00am   9/5-10/24 163101-03 
 
 

CORE SKILLS ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS (Please sign children up for appropriate level) 
 
          WHITE - If the student...  Is afraid of water; Cannot swim at all; Will not get face wet 
          RED - If the student… Cannot swim without support, but loves the water; Will get face wet; Will jump in 
          YELLOW - If the student… Can swim under water and on the surface; Can get an occasional breath  
          BLUE - If the student… Can swim with good body positioning; Can float on front and back; Can tread water       
          GREEN - If the student… Can swim freestyle with rotary (side) breathing 
  

SEA SPRITES (3-5 yrs) 
Designed to meet the needs of pre-school aged children, this class will develop a high comfort in the water, a readiness to 
swim, and for those children who are developmentally ready, teach beginning swim skills. The class approaches teaching 
skills through creative and fun activities. Toddlers that have not been potty trained must wear swim diapers.  
$55 (8 Classes)  
  

DAY(S)  TIME    DATES WHITE   RED  YELLOW       BLUE           GREEN              
T TH  3:30-4:00pm   9/8-10/1 163211-01     163221-01     163231-01     163241-01    163251-01 
T TH      3:30-4:00pm       10/13-11/5 163211-02    163221-02     163231-02     163241-02    163251-02 
SAT  9:30-10:00am   9/5-10/24 163211-03 163221-03 163231-03 163241-03    163251-03 
 
 

SEA STARS (6-8 yrs)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Sea Stars combines swimming and adventure learning activities to provide an exciting and unique curriculum.  Children 
progress at individual rates with the opportunity to learn core swimming skills and evolve to advanced strokes.  Five-year-
olds must be Level Red or above to enroll in Sea Stars.  $55 (8 Classes)  
  

DAY(S)      TIME   DATES WHITE  RED       YELLOW BLUE         GREEN 
T TH         4:15-4:45pm    9/8-10/1        163311-01    163321-01      163331-01        163341-01    163351-01 
T TH      4:15-4:45pm  10/13-11/5       163311-02    163321-02      163331-02       163341-02    163351-02  
SAT      8:45-9:15am  9/5-10/24 163311-03 163321-03 163331-03 163341-03    163351-03 
 
 

SWIM STARS (9-12 yrs) 
Swimmers progress through exciting skill modules that combine core swimming skills and water safety. The objective is to 
provide the student with the opportunity to learn the elements of good swimming. Elementary backstroke, butterfly, and 
the sidestroke will be introduced.  $55 (8 classes) 
  

DAY(S)  TIME             DATES    ACTIVITY 
T TH  5:00-5:30pm 9/8-10/1 163401-01 
T TH  5:00-5:30pm 10/13-11/5 163401-02 
SAT  8:00-8:30am 9/5-10/24 163401-03 
 
ANGEL FISH (3-8 yrs)  
This program is designed to provide comprehensive swim instruction for students who have special needs. All classes are 
conducted using the Starfish Swimming Core Competencies Teaching Models. Classes provide necessary teaching 
adaptions and adaptive equipment that may be required to make the students as independent and successful in the water 
as possible.  $55 (8 Classes)  
 

AGE  DAY  TIME  DATES  ACTIVITY 
3-5 yrs  T TH      5:00-5:30pm 9/8-10/1 163261-01 
6-8 yrs  T TH  5:00-5:30pm 10/13-11/5 163361-01 
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